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First, Pluto left. Then it came back, along with Ceres and Eris...and now Haumea and MakeMake,

too! The recent actions of the International Astronomical Union have put every solar system book

out of date. In response, National Geographic joins forces with David Aguilar of the Harvard

Smithsonian Astronomical Observatory to revise our 2008 bookâ€”and to update young readers on

the high-interest topic of space. Using simple text and spectacular photorealistic computer art by the

author, this book profiles all 13 planets in their newly created categoriesâ€”plus the sun, the Oort

Cloud, comets, and other worlds being discovered. Back-of-the-book activities offer hands-on fun for

budding astronomers.
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My eight-year old loves this book. He is in second grade and just beginning to study the solar

system. He's gobbling up the facts in this book about the eight classic planets and the five dwarf

planets. It's just as interesting for mom, too. What I really like is the inclusion of the name origin for

each planet. My son is getting science and mythology lessons with this book. We are both awed by

the photorealistic computer art. This is definitely a must have for the classroom or home library as it



has the most up-to-date information on our solar system. - Biblio Reads Children's Book Review

We bought this book for our 4 year old after he showed an interest in planets. It's a good first book

for space. His attention span is still a little tightly wound, but we can see that it will definitely be a

book he will enjoy in the coming year! It's full of great pictures, background stories on the planets

and interesting facts & figures that updated our dated knowledge of the solar system. Waiting for the

opportunity to use what we've learned in conversation :D

My son is VERY interested in the solar system. His biggest complaint is that many of the books

about this topic are out of date. He was THRILLED to see a current book that talks about all of the

dwarf planets too. This is a great book!

It gives the best summary I've seen on the latest thinking re: definition and identification of planets.

Who knew there were 13 now? Pluto is back in but as a dwarf planet and it has some new dwarf

planet friends. My 5 1/2 grandson knew most of the rest of the planetary/solar system information as

apparently it is pretty basic but beautifully illustrated. Also includes mythology and historical asides

which he did not know, but which actually bring an interesting interdisciplinary element into the

study. If your child is really serious about planets and stars, and older than about 7 this may be too

basic, but would probably be fine for all others. Is a typically beautifully illustrated National

Geographic product and fortunately we enjoy reading it.

We got this book for our now 5 year old. It's a bit advanced for a 5 year old, but he loves to learn

about planets. He enjoys this book very much. Recently, when reading a different book about Pluto,

he noticed that the other book stated a fact inconsistent with this book. He immediately pointed it

out, which showed that even as a 5 year old, he's retaining information from this book. (The fact

wasn't that Pluto is now a dwarf planet. The other book was more recent than that).

I am very pleased with this book. There are great illustration and the information is given in a way

that young children can understand it very well. I am using this book for my children's

homeschooling and their age range from 9 years old to 2 years old. They all love the illustrations

and stay mesmerized on the appearance of the planets. I could not be happier with this purchase.

This is a correction of information for "bayliss", who thought that some information in the book



(about the length of a day on Mercury) was wrong. There's a big difference on Mercury between the

length of a day (how long it takes from one sunrise to the next) and the rotation period (how long it

takes for Mercury to rotate once on its axis). The difference is because Mercury rotates very slowly,

but as it travels around the sun, the sun shines on a slightly different part of Mercury each morning.

If Mercury didn't rotate at all, then a day would be equal to a year (88 earth days on Mercury). If it

rotated in the opposite direction than it does, the days would be much shorter. You can try this out

with a tennis ball and a lamp in a dark room.I think there's a lot of excellent information in the book,

and some of it you just have to think about to get the idea. Also, what we "know" about the universe

also changes as scientists make discoveries. How many planets? depends on how you define

"planet".

Ice, rocks, gas, dwarfs and belts are what kids will learn about when they peek inside 13 Planets to

see what Aguilar has in store for them. Did you ever wonder if the dust on top of your dresser is

from a meteor? Readers will learn about all of the planets in the solar system that surrounds earth.

Greek and Roman symbols and their names will be revealed along with an explanation of how the

planets got their names and who discovered them.Fantastic photography creates an awe inspiring

adventure towards learning which will allow a child's imagination to soar. Parents and teachers will

explore other solar systems as well. In the back of the book is a detailed glossary explaining all of

the terms that readers will absorb as they flip through the galaxy one page at a time. And if this book

isn't enough and readers want more once the last page is turned there is a list of other sites on the

web for more learning, growing and exploring.
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